
 
 

We use our industry knowledge and expertise to 
act as an extension of your team, guiding you with 

your company’s goals.

 
Access IT planning, design and vendor negotiations 
from a seasoned expert who works daily with industry 
leading suppliers in cloud, networking, professional 
services, security and technology. We can provide the 
technology roadmaps and future-proof solutions for 
your company’s IT needs.

 
You’ll get the best supplier options for your 
company’s needs. We will recommend the optimum 
cloud and networking providers based on your 

from leveraging strategic cloud and networking 
services. If you’re considering a migration to 
the cloud or an integrated networking solution, 
here are 10 reasons to partner with a supplier-
neutral IT solution provider, instead of working 
directly with a carrier.
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Top 10 Benefits
of Working with a
Supplier-Neutral
IT Solution Provider
for Cloud &
Networking Solutions

 

Leverage the experience of
a trusted technology expert
 

 

Obtain personalized strategy
and solution planning
 

Gain access to a wide selection
of supplier solutions
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Partnering with a single full service company means only 
one hand to shake and one name to remember. No more 
headaches or long hours on hold. Our experts will have 
an intimate understanding of your business needs. For all 

call away.

Working with suppliers directly often means dealing with 
a one-track minded sales rep. Supplier-neutral IT solution 

unbiased and without pressure.

The best IT solution providers develop strong relationships 
with cloud and networking providers, which comes in handy 
when negotiating contracts or resolving service issues.

By outsourcing your cloud and networking integration tasks, 
you regain all those hours you would have spent strategizing, 
vetting various providers and negotiating contracts.

solution providers are invested in their own businesses and 
their customers’ success. No more turnover-related hassles.

networking technologies, so you can leverage the right 

technology roadmap that is future-proof.

Let us take care of the rest. We learn your business structure 
and goals, and then integrate with your organization’s 
ecosystem. Adding another expert to your team will increase 
your peace of mind and let you focus on your actual business 
initiatives, not vendor sourcing.
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Contact us
to learn more.
As your trusted IT advisor, CrosStar
Network Solutions, Inc. can help your
business strategize, source, and
implement the best colocation solution
for your business. Our goal is to ensure
that you, our customer, receive the
best possible solution that allows for
enhanced, efficient, and easily
scalable solutions.

You can reach us at
212.997.7676
or schedule a consultation at

 

 

Streamline to a single point of contact

Eliminate pressure from quota-based
supplier/carrier salespeople

Access greater leverage

Recover lost hours

Develop a long-term relationship

Stay cutting edge on technology

Focus on what you do best
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